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Discover Ways To Become a Self-Made YouTube MillionairePlan. Create. Upload. Earn.It is known to all that the YouTube Industry has
become so popular it is widely used by normal people just like you and me. Ever heard of Michelle Phan? Well, if you haven't yet, she's one of
the youngest millionaires who ever started her empire by kicking it off using her own YouTube channel! What happened next were series of
endless favorable outcomes that followed one after the other. Way back, YouTube wasn't really that popular in terms of its capacity to increase
cash flow. However, over the years, its additional advantage slowly came out of hiding that the majority is now utilizing it. In this book you will
be disclosed many of the advantages of the use of this social media platform. It will show you how it can be your source of income and teach you
how you can convert your passion and ideas into cash! Do you want to know what you can get from this book? We're sure you do! Here Are 7
Topics To Be Discussed:* All About YouTube* Earning Money from YouTube* Benefits Of Using YouTube For Business* Maximizing
Profits* Marketing* Ads For Monetizing On YouTube* Tips For Using YouTube For BusinessNow is the time to get out of the dark and see the
light! YouTube: Ultimate YouTube Guide To Building A Channel, Audience And To Start Making Passive Income is your ride to success!!
Here's Why?* YouTube is the largest search engine next to Google.* It has more than 1 billion visits from different users every month.* It has 1
million new subscribers each day.* YouTube can monetize your content if done properly.* YouTube is the perfect place where you can express
YOURSELF and YOUR passion.So let us learn and earn together!
On a moonlit night in 1903, a mysterious young woman flees alone across the Canadian wilderness, one quick step ahead of her pursuers. Mary
Boulton is nineteen years old, half mad, and widowed - by her own hand. Tearing through the forest with dogs howling in the distance, she is
desperate, her nerves burning, and she is certain of one thing only - that her every move is being traced. Two red-headed brothers, rifles across
their backs, lurch close behind her: monstrous figures, identical in every way, with the predatory look of hyenas. She has murdered their
brother, and their cold lust for vengeance is unswerving. As the widow scrambles to stay ahead of them, the burden of her existence disintegrates
into a battle in which the dangers of her own mind become more menacing than the dangers of the night. Along the way, the steely outlaw
encounters a changing cast of misfits and eccentrics. Some, like the recluse known as 'The Ridgerunner', provide a brief respite from her
solitude; others, like the Reverend Bonnycastle, offer support only to reveal that they too have their own demons raging inside. As she is plunged
further away from civilisation, her path from retribution to redemption slowly unfurls. A startling transformation of the classic western narrative,
The Outlander is the haunting tale of one young woman's deliberate journey deep into the wild.
A dark secret. A haunted past. And a house full of lies. When two teenage girls vanish without a trace from an educational retreat at Chidlow
House in Lincolnshire, the students and teachers are put on high alert. Called in to investigate, Detective Karen Hart questions everyone who
came into contact with the two girls, Cressida and Natasha, in the days leading up to their disappearance. Stories of Chidlow House being
haunted abound, but Hart--still coming to terms with the suspicious circumstances surrounding the tragic loss of her own family--knows that
while the house might be otherworldly, the crime is grimly real. But nothing is quite as it seems at Chidlow House. When it becomes clear that
someone at the estate must know more than they're letting on, Hart faces a race against time to find the culprit and save the girls. While there is
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no shortage of suspects, Hart comes up against one dead end after another. And when she too begins hearing eerie whispers in the walls, she is
forced to wonder: was she too quick to dismiss Chidlow's supernatural reputation?
Culled from Hahn's memories of growing up under the shadow of World War II, this story has touched young readers for more than 15 years.
This beloved novel follows two girls who, after stumbling upon a classmate's secret, begin to wonder how they really feel about the war. Is it
really a good war? Is there ever such a thing?
Two families. Only one can come out on top. Dave Carter is king of the East End, but someone has their eye on his crown. Martin Morton is
determined to make his mark and take down Dave Carter while he's at it. If anyone stands in his way, he'll wipe them out. But has Martin
bitten off more than he can chew? When his own family start to turn against him, Martin realises there is trouble brewing in the East End in
more ways than one. Perfect for fans of Martina Cole and Kimberley Chambers.
Ahead of the Game
An absolutely gripping and emotional historical novel
The Power of Organizing Without Organizations
Deadly Payback
Severity

One by one, they will pay for the past...DS Jack Mackinnon's career is in serious
trouble. Still in the Detective Chief Inspector's bad books and excluded from the Major
Investigation team, Mackinnon is assigned a case nobody wants.All over the city, heroin
addicts are dying but not from an overdose of heroin. In each case, the addict bled to
death.Were these addicts victims of a contaminated supply of heroin, or were they
targeted for a reason?As Jack Mackinnon investigates, he discovers a horrifying link to a
crime committed a decade ago.Not forgotten. And never forgiven...The third book in the DS
Jack Mackinnon series
Beverly has been kidnapped by a deranged killer, but she refuses to be a passive victim.
With homicide detectives frantically searching for leads, and the clock ticking down,
Beverly will fight against dwindling odds to stay alive and see her kidnapper brought to
justice.
A mother murdered.A daughter missing.A family with secrets.On the 26th of August, Nicole
Carlson, was murdered. Abbie can't understand what her friend was doing alone in a
secluded country lane. And when she learns Nicole's daughter, Sienna, disappeared at the
same time, Abbie fears the worst. Just when the investigators are confident they have all
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the facts, everything changes. Nicole's teenage daughter, Sienna, returns.Sienna is the
one person who could unlock the mystery but she refuses to talk. As Abbie begins to
unravel the secrets and lies surrounding her friend's death, it becomes clear Sienna
knows far more about the events leading up to her mother's murder than she is letting on.
A merciless killer who will stop at nothing. And a detective with nothing left to lose.
When Detective Karen Hart hears a scream echoing out of beautiful Lincoln Cathedral one
snowy evening, she is the first officer on the scene. In the chapel a man lies murdered,
a bloody cross carved into his forehead. The twisted killing sends this close-knit
community into shock. And a note to the police from the murderer, signed by 'The
Cleanser', confirms their worst fears: this sadistic slaying is the first of many. The
ritual killings will never stop until Hart uncovers the murderer's ungodly motive. When
early leads become dead ends, Karen starts to wonder if there's a link to a rumoured
conspiracy within police ranks--particularly when an abrasive new officer is assigned to
the case. Could the key to catching 'The Cleanser' be dangerously close to home?
Meanwhile, she is battling her own demons as she struggles to come to terms with the
deaths of her husband and daughter. In her toughest case yet, Karen will come closer than
ever before to a dangerous truth. Can she put the pieces of the puzzle together before
she's stopped in her tracks?
A new evil threatens to bring down legendary Dremlock Kingdom. With two famous Knights
struck down, and fear and chaos running wild, Lannon finds himself involved in another
bizarre mystery as the forces of the relentless Deep Shadow plot to assassinate the
squire and his friends. Can Lannon's Eye of Divinity see the truth of things before the
mighty towers of Dremlock Kingdom are turned into rubble? Series keywords: epic fantasy,
sword and sorcery, magic, quest, swords, dragons, fantasy series, monsters, young adult,
children's, wizards, heroic fantasy, coming of age fantasy, teen's, action, adventure
Memoirs of the '60s
Imperial Leather
Deadly Obsession
Deadly Game
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With Martin Morton banged up, Dave Carter thinks he's on easy street. But Martin's wife, Babs, has other
ideas. She knows she can be just as clever and brutal as a man given a chance, and she is going to grab
this opportunity with both hands. Meanwhile, little Jimmy Diamond is growing up in Poplar, believing he
is an orphan. Little does he know that his father is still alive and is none other than the vicious crime
boss, Martin Morton. Secrets cannot stay hidden forever and things are about to come to a head in the
East End. When they do, watch out because sparks are going to fly! East End Diamond is the second book
in the East End series. The first book is East End Trouble.
‘This debut recalls Georgette Heyer, with extra spookiness’ The Times ‘Beautifully written... The Witch of
Willow Hall will cast a spell over every reader’ Lisa Hall, author of Between You and Me
Rebecca Reisert's mesmerizing first novel re-imagines Macbeth, Shakespeare's classic tragedy of power
and madness, through the eyes of a mysterious young woman on a dangerous quest for vengeance. For
the girl called Gilly, life in the wilds of Birnam Wood is little more than a desperate struggle for survival.
Seven long years have passed since she was first taken in and sheltered by Nettle and Mad Helga, the hutdwelling wise-women whose inscrutable powers of alchemy and prophecy are feared and reviled
throughout good King Duncan's kingdom. Living under the threat of deadly persecution by witch-hunting
villagers, the threesome ekes out a life by peddling potions and elixirs, scavenging for food, and robbing
the bloodied corpses of Scotland's battle-scarred hills for precious metals and weapons. But Gilly is
haunted by recollections of a much brighter life. She clings to fading memories of a time when she was
contented and adored -- until tragedy swept all that happiness away and young Gilly's life was changed
forever. I have made my life an arrow, and His heart is my home. I have made my heart a blade, and His
heart is my sheath....Obsessed with avenging her loss and putting out the fire that still rages in her heart,
Gilly has dedicated herself to destroying Macbeth, the boundlessly ambitious man who took away her
childhood, and his goading wife. Disguising herself as a poor servant boy, she insinuates herself into
their lives and, as she bears horrified witness to Macbeth's violent path to power, Gilly subtly begins to
take a hand in the forces governing his fate. But as the culmination of her revenge draws near, Gilly finds
her own life at risk when she confronts the troubling legacy of a long-concealed heritage. The Third
Witch is a brilliantly imagined, wonderfully satisfying novel. In a riveting story of ruthlessness and
revenge, debut author Rebecca Reisert demonstrates a profound understanding of the Bard's timeless
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drama -- and of the real-life Macbeth upon whom Shakespeare's incarnation is modeled.
Toni Home Perm, Flexible Flyer Snow Sled, Hula Hoop, Mercurochrome, Fishnet Stockings, Beatles,
Mohair, Go-Go Boots, Aluminum Christmas Tree...and, the beat goes on. While the mushroom cloud of
the Cold War hovered over us, my sister and I carried on as kids do regardless of world events. Since the
daily minutiae of life provides the magic for memories to MUSHROOM WILDLY-feed your head my
nostalgic recollections of growing up during the '60s counterculture. Serious, sentimental, or silly
revelations set aside: you know better than to duck and cover under a school desk for protection against
nuclear fallout.
Imperial Leather chronicles the dangerous liaisons between gender, race and class that shaped British
imperialism and its bloody dismantling. Spanning the century between Victorian Britain and the current
struggle for power in South Africa, the book takes up the complex relationships between race and
sexuality, fetishism and money, gender and violence, domesticity and the imperial market, and the
gendering of nationalism within the zones of imperial and anti-imperial power.
East End Diamond
Research Frontiers and Future Challenges
The Fragrant Concubine
Knights: The Hand of Tharnin
Titanic and Other Ships
You can pay a terrible price for keeping a promise… Evelyn Taylor-Clarke sits in her chair at
Forest Lawns Care Home in the heart of the English countryside, surrounded by residents with
minds not as sharp as hers. It would be easy to dismiss Evelyn as a muddled old woman, but her
lipstick is applied perfectly, and her buttons done up correctly. Because Evelyn is a woman with
secrets and Evelyn remembers everything. She can never forget the promise she made to the love
of her life, to discover the truth about the mission that led to his death, no matter what it
cost her… When Evelyn’s niece Pat opens an old biscuit tin to find a photo of a small girl with
a red ball entitled ‘Liese, 1951’ and a passport in another name, she has some questions for her
aunt. And Evelyn is transported back to a place in Germany known as ‘The Forbidden Village,’
where a woman who called herself Eva went where no one else dared, amongst shivering prisoners,
to find the man who gambled with her husband’s life… A gripping, haunting and compelling read
about love, courage and betrayal set in the war-battered landscape of Germany. Fans of The
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Letter, The Alice Network and The Nightingale will be hooked. Readers are hooked on My Name is
Eva: ‘Could not put this book down, and heaven help anyone that tried to disturb my reading !!…I
absolutely loved this book !…I laughed, I cried, I cheered , I sympathized all because of
Evelyn…I could so picture the setting and as Evelyn sets out to fool everyone, I thought you go
girl !!...I don't want to say anything else but what a fantastic read… I can't recommend this
book enough !!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘What a magnificent read! Eva is amazing. One of the
best characters in a book EVER! What a fantastic, beautiful, heart-wrenching tale, incredibly
told. I absolutely loved every single page. I sat for the last 20% of the book in tears, sad but
happy tears. An absolutely beautiful book.’ Kim the Bookworm, 5 stars ‘A poignant and evocative
story of love, betrayal and bravery that kept me page turning and completely engrossed from
start to finish. Loved it and would definitely recommend.’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘A
phenomenal story of courage, love, murder and all the atrocities that go with war. Eva is an
extraordinary character, strong, loyal, smart, funny, loving, and brave.A phenomenal read!!’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘This may be my new favorite book!!!! I absolutely love the premise
of the heroine faking dementia in her retirement home to cover up her knowledge of (and possible
involvement in) questionable activities centering around WWII events. The tempo of this novel
was perfect--kept me wondering until the very last page!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
‘Absolutely loved this book and its riveting plot!... The author has successfully penned a debut
novel that I would highly recommend without any hesitation. An excellent debut novel from
Suzanne Goldring and I look forward to reading more of her work. Historical fiction is my
favourite genre to read and this book was every bit as good as some of the well-known WW2-themed
titles published in recent years.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘This book was excellent! Totally
kept my attention and I wanted to find out what would become of the main characters. Highly
recommended.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Everything about this book is amazing. I love the
main character Eva, the way the author integrates the past with the present, and the emotional
plot that kept me hooked from the beginning to the end. I’ve read over 30 historical fiction
novels in the past year and this one is definitely in my top 10.’ Netgalley Reviewer, 5 stars
‘My Name is Eva is laugh out loud funny, sad in parts and had me glued to the pages… Wham!... I
did not see “that” coming. Oh, the secrets Evelyn has!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘This book
is haunting and moving and told in a way that had me engaged in the story from the start.
Recommended!’ The Princess and the Pen, 5 stars ‘This book had me hooked from the start....and
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because my grandparents are currently in assisted-living facilities, Evelyn's time in her
assisted-living resonated with my heart. I loved her sassy, snarky personality and being
privileged to see the inner workings of her mind. And I loved the love letters between she and
her husband during WWII. I am excited to read all of Goldring's works! This is the first book of
hers I've read, and it won't be the last!’ The Book Distiller, 5 stars ‘This novel had me hooked
from the very first page! I always enjoy delving into historical fiction novels and My Name is
Eva is the perfect example of why! This riveting book time hops between the 1940’s, 1980’s and
present day (2016) to tell the tale of Evelyn Taylor-Clarke’s life. Suzanne Goldring does a
fantastic job with the pacing of this novel, I sometimes find historical fictions can get a
little dry, but there wasn’t any parts that I felt lagged—love that! The storyline was
incredibly moving and depth filled! Evelyn is a character that will definitely stay with me!’
Steph and Chris’s Book Review, 5 stars
A literary agent is murdered... A personal trainer lies dead in a car park ... What secret
connects them?When a top literary agent's bloated and disfigured body is found in one of
London's most prestigious hotels, Detective Sergeant Mackinnon and the rest of MIT get to work.
As the body count rises, the team are under pressure to find out what connects the victims. Who
wants these people dead, and why? The truth turns out to be more shocking than anyone expected.
Evaluates the significant role being played by technological advances on the formation and
experience of modern group dynamics, citing such examples as Wikipedia and MySpace to
demonstrate the Internet's power in bridging geographical and cultural gaps. Reprint.
Deadly RevengeDS Jack Mackinnon Crime Series
“Deadly Obsession . . . is an absolute must-read! Jaycee Clark has delivered a masterpiece!”
—Fallen Angel Reviews Safe . . . for now For almost nine years Christian Bills has been hiding,
but in that time she’s created a new life for herself with the help of the wealthy and powerful
Kinncaid family. Now, dark secrets and an unforgettable nightmare from her past threaten to rip
her safe world apart. Devoted . . . but kept in the dark Brayden Kinncaid has known Christian
for years and only recently discovered his feelings for her go beyond friendship. But the
changes in the once strong-willed woman are startling. Her haunted gray eyes and darting looks
lead him to believe something is drastically wrong. No matter how hard he pushes her, she won’t
confide in him. Brayden vows to discover what she is hiding—before it is too late. She’s his
angel . . . his love . . . his obsession . . . Demented and sadistic, he’d once possessed her.
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And though she’s been gone nine long years, he knew she wasn’t dead, and now he’s finally found
her. He knows everything about her. Everything she does. Where she works, where she lives. And
he’s come back into her life to reclaim what’s his. "DEADLY OBSESSION is the third story about
the Kinncaid family and is a heart-wrenching tale. A well-written, in-depth romantic suspense,
Jaycee Clark's DEADLY OBSESSION is one of those stories that will linger in your mind and heart
long after the story is over.” —Sinclair Reid, Romance Reviews Today 2004 Best Small Press
Romance Award Winner 4.5 Stars "This is an exceptionally well-written novel. It's Clark's third
book about the lives of the compelling Kinncaid brothers, but it easily stands alone. The main
characters are subtle and complex from page one, especially the particularly strong, emotionally
full-ranged heroine. The dialogue is outstanding, and the pacing both realistic and highly
suspenseful." —Marilyn Weigel, Romantic Times
The Outlander
Here Comes Everybody
A totally unputdownable serial killer thriller
Aztec Revenge
No Place to Die

You can cover up the truth but it won't stay buried forever. A man is found bludgeoned to death in woodland by the
village of Canwick, and the close-knit community is sent into shock. Detective Karen Hart, still haunted by the tragic
loss of her husband and daughter nearby, is brought in to investigate the horrific murder. It soon becomes clear that
dark secrets lie behind Canwick's unspoiled appearance. When Hart begins to suspect that a modern-day slavery ring
has been hiding in plain sight among the villagers, she faces a race to find proof before the culprits slip from her
grasp. But when key witnesses start disappearing, it's obvious that there's a deep-rooted conspiracy to keep prying
eyes away from the truth. But in a village where everyone knows everyone, who knows more than they are letting
on--and who can Hart really trust? She's in deep and she's never been more alone. She must confront the tragedy of
her own past if she wants to catch the killers before it's too late. Because one thing's for certain--there's no turning
back...
Follows the story of a blue crystal that fell to the earth and journeyed throughout human history in the hands of
several owners, from a young girl called the Tall One who first discovers it on the African plain, to its bearers in
nineteenth-century America. Reader's Guide included. Reprint.
A perfect village. A perfect crime. When two young girls disappear from their primary school, the village of
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Heighington is put on high alert--and not for the first time. Called in to investigate, Detective Karen Hart is sure that
parallels with a previous disappearance are anything but coincidental. DS Hart is still reeling from a case she tried and
failed to solve eighteen months ago, when a young woman vanished without a trace. She's no nearer to the truth of
what happened to Amy Fisher, but with two children missing now too, the stakes have never been higher. As she
looks to the past for clues, she must confront her own haunting loss, a nightmare she is determined to spare other
families. Hart soon realises that nothing in this close-knit Lincolnshire community is what it seems. Pursuing the
investigation with personal vengeance, she finds herself in conflict with her scrupulous new boss, but playing by the
rules will have to wait. Because while there's no shortage of suspects, the missing girls are running out of time...
Time to run. Time to hide. Time to die...A late summer heatwave seems to have triggered an unusually high number
of suicides. ?As the dead bodies pile up, DS Jack Mackinnon and the rest of MIT realise things aren't as straightforward
as they seem, and when similar letters are found at the scene of each 'suicide,' Mackinnon is convinced they are
dealing with a serial killer. ?The killer believes the police aren't doing their job properly and is determined to deliver
his own deadly justice.Deadly Justice is the fourth book in the DS Jack Mackinnon Series.The series order is as follows:
1) Deadly Obsession2) Deadly Motive3) Deadly Revenge4) Deadly Justice
Lightoller remarkably swam away from the sinking Titanic and avoided being sucked under. This is just one of the
incredible escapes described in this book.
Ultimate Youtube Guide to Building a Channel, Audience and to Start Mak
A Gripping Psychological Thriller
The Third Witch
Tinted Windows (A Chloe Fine Psychological Suspense Mystery—Book 6)
Ye Gods!
China, 1760. The Emperor conquers Altishahr, a Muslim country to the west of his empire and summons a local woman from his new
dominion to come to the Forbidden City as his concubine. Meanwhile in the market of Kashgar a girl named Hidligh is kidnapped by
Iparhan, a woman scarred by the Emperor's conquest of her homeland and bent on vengeance. Iparhan offers her a deal: Hidligh will
become the Emperor's concubine, living a life of luxury. In return she will act as Iparhan's spy. But when Hidligh arrives in the Forbidden
City, she enters a frightening new world. Every word she utters may expose her as an imposter. Iparhan is watching from the shadows,
waiting to exact her revenge on the Emperor. The Empress is jealous of her new rival. And when Hidligh finally meets the Emperor, she
finds herself falling in love... "A passionate story, richly imagined in the spaces of real history. Melissa Addey meticulously evokes a
strange, beautiful and harsh society." - Emma Darwin, award-winning author of The Mathematics of Love and A Secret Alchemy.
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"Melissa Addey has given us a new take on the cherished but controversial legend of 'the Fragrant Concubine, ' one that weaves together
the many conflicting versions of the story and plausibly embraces how romance might have blossomed between the brilliant Manchu
monarch and his fragrant Muslim consort." - Professor James Millward, author of A Uyghur Muslim in Qianlong's Court: The Meanings
of the Fragrant Concubine If you enjoyed Lisa See's Peony in Love, Anchee Min's The Last Empress and Arthur Golden's Memoirs of a
Geisha then The Fragrant Concubine will be a new favourite. Set in China's Forbidden City in the 18th century, where the women of the
court vie for the Emperor's attention and every concubine must fight for her position.
UNSUSPECTING...Helena Shea is putting her life back together. Once a highly paid supermodel and now the owner and CEO of her own
modeling agency, a recent bitter scandal that nearly destroyed Helena and the daughter she gave up for adoption years ago seems to be
settling down. With a chance to have a relationship with her daughter Frankie and the development of a center for wayward young mothers
that Helena is funding, it looks as if life is turning around for mother and daughter. However...EVIL LURKS. A killer raised amidst evil
and seeking evil with revenge in mind is targeting Helena. Leaving a trail of blood in his wake this sadist plans his return into Helena's life.
When the madman abducts Frankie it's only a matter of time before Helena knows she will never see her daughter again. Seeking help from
the journalist who almost destroyed her, an FBI agent with suspicions toward her, as well as Helena's ex-lover who is also Frankie's father,
Helena must find the strength to fight past addictions and see her daughter back home again--alive. In this eerily chilling thriller from a
best-selling mystery writing as A.K. Alexander be prepared to lock the doors. This is one of those thrillers that will have you up late into the
night looking over your shoulder. It is as equally compelling as it is disturbing.
What goes around, comes around... Jimmy Diamond is growing up in the shadow of his gangster father, Martin Morton, who is determined
to get shot of him. Trouble is, Jimmy is not prepared to go quietly. Martin Morton murdered his mother, and now it's time for him to pay.
With the help of his father's rival, Dave Carter, Jimmy starts to make plans. Martin Morton is about to get the punishment he deserves. But
Jimmy is not the only one with revenge in his heart. The knives are out. It's time for some East End Retribution.
"You'll never get me up in one of those things. They're absolutely lethal." Seville, 1931. Six months after the loss of the British airship the
R101, a German Zeppelin is coming in to land in Southern Spain. Hilary Manningham-Butler is an MI5 operative eking out a pitiful
existence on the Rock of Gibraltar. The offer of a job in the Americas provides a potential life line but there are strings attached. First she
must prove her mettle to her masters in London and that means stepping on board the Richthofen before the airship leaves Seville. A cache
of secret documents has been stolen from Scotland Yard and the files must be recovered if British security is not to be severely compromised.
Hilary must put her life on the line to discover the identity of the thief. But as the airship makes its way across the Atlantic towards Brazil it
becomes clear that nobody on board is quite what they seem. And there is no guarantee that any of them will reach Rio de Janeiro alive...
Keywords: agatha christie, mystery, british mystery, whodunnit, sis, mi5, mi6, zeppelin, zeppelin mystery, zeppelin disaster, R101, R101
disaster, hindenburg, hindenburg disaster, hindenburg mystery, airship, blimp, airship mystery, 1930, 1931, 1930s, period mystery, secret
agent mystery, spanish republic, king alfonoso, secret documents, female detective, comedy, comedy detective, flashman, george macdonald
fraser, jeeves and wooster, jeeves, pg wodehouse, p g wodehouse, audio mystery, audiobook mystery, british detectives, comedy audio,
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comedy audiobook, comedy detective book, comedy novel, fiction paperbacks, female spies, female spy, fiction paperbacks, girl spies, girl
spy, golden age, golden age crime, golden age detective, harry flashman, historical fiction paperbacks, jazz age detective, woman spy, jazz
age mystery, mystery farce, mystery novel, mystery novels, secret agent, secret agents, suspense, women spies
“A masterpiece of thriller and mystery. Blake Pierce did a magnificent job developing characters with a psychological side so well described
that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and cheer for their success. Full of twists, this book will keep you awake until the turn of
the last page.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone) TINTED WINDOWS (A Chloe Fine Mystery) is book #6 in a
new psychological suspense series by bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose #1 bestseller Once Gone (Book #1) (a free download) has over
1,000 five-star reviews. When a popular personal trainer is murdered in a high-end suburb, FBI VICAP Special Agent Chloe Fine, 27, is
summoned to sift through a small town filled with cheating spouses and figure out who may have wanted him dead—and why. Behind the
manicured lawns, Chloe learns, lie broken marriages, lonely spouses, secrets, and endless lies—all hiding behind the veil of perfection.
Beneath the carefully built façade of a polished, upstanding community lies a populace dishonest to its core. What secrets led to this man’s
being murdered? And who will be next to die? An emotionally wrought psychological suspense with layered characters, small-town
ambiance and heart-pounding suspense, TINTED WINDOWS is book #6 in a riveting new series that will leave you turning pages late into
the night.
Stepping on the Cracks
My Name is Eva
Race, Gender, and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest
Mommy May I?
100 Wild Mushrooms
Being a hero bothers Jason Derry. It's easy to get maladjusted when your mom's a suburban housewife and your dad's the
Supreme Being. It can be a real drag slaying monsters and retrieving golden fleeces from fire-spitting dragons, and then
having to tidy your room before you can watch Star Trek. But it's not the relentless tedium of imperishable glory that
finally brings Jason to the end of his rope; it's something so funny that it's got to be taken seriously. Deadly seriously.
Homeland security and context In the Geographical Dimensions of Terrorism (GDOT) (Cutter et al. 2003), the first book
after 9/11 to address homeland security and geography, we developed several thematic research agendas and explored
intersections between geographic research and the importance of context, both geographical and political, in relationship
to the concepts of terrorism and security. It is good to see that a great deal of new thought and research continues to flow
from that initial research agenda, as illustrated by many of the papers of this new book, entitled Geospatial Technologies
and Homeland Security: Research Frontiers and Future Challenges. Context is relevant not only to understanding
homeland security issues broadly, but also to the conduct of research on geospatial technologies. It is impossible to
understand the implications of a homeland security strategy, let alone hope to make predictions, conduct meaningful
modeling and research, or assess the value and dangers of geospatial technologies, without consideration of overarching
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political, social, economic, and geographic contexts within which these questions are posed.
'A taut, edgy thriller. Grabs you by the guts in the first chapter and slow squeezes the breath out of you until the very last
line.' Helen FieldsPI Vincent Delaney thought he was done with the New Orleans Police Department. But now a string of
child murders brings an unexpected invitation from the FBI, and his old boss. A serial killer is roaming the South, preying
on children appearing in pageants. The police want Delaney to go undercover and use his own family as bait. Accepting
would mean lying to people he loves and maybe even putting them in harm’s way. It’s not like Delaney doesn’t have
enough problems already. In Baton Rouge, a violent criminal has escaped and is seeking revenge for the brother Delaney
shot dead. And north of the French Quarter, shopkeepers are being extorted—which would normally be a matter for the
police, except the police are the ones responsible for the crime. Delaney has his work cut out for him. And he’ll be lucky if
he makes it out of this alive... Owen Mullen is a best-selling author of psychological and gangland thrillers. His fast-paced,
twist-aplenty stories are perfect for all fans of Lee Child, Ian Rankin and Harlan Coben. What readers say about Owen
Mullen: 'Owen Mullen knows how to ramp up the action just when it’s needed... he never fails to give you hard-hitting
thrillers that have moments that will stay with you forever...' 'One of the very best thriller writers I have ever read.' 'Owen
Mullen writes a good story, he really brings his characters to life and the endings are hard to guess and never what you
expected.'
A young woman's body is discovered, propped up against a bin, discarded like a piece of rubbish, outside a Chinese
Takeaway in the City of London.DS Jack Mackinnon's first outing as acting SIO on a prominent case is not for the fainthearted. The young woman's arms are covered with odd marks, and he is convinced they provide a clue to the killer's
identity.But the pieces of the puzzle are slow to come together, and when another woman is abducted, the stakes are
raised. There's a method to the killer's madness - but can Jack get to the truth before another life is lost?
Forced to flee after killing a man who was beating a horse, Juan the Lépero, who hides his mixed heritage to escape life as
a beggar, embarks on a series of adventures as a highwayman, horse thief and wealthy caballero before resolving to
rescue a man who once saved his life. Reprint.
East End Trouble
House of Lies
So It Began
Deadly Intent

Two years ago, Beth Farrow turned her back on her three-year-old niece, Jenna, for just a few seconds. She disappeared without a trace. How
does a three-year-old go missing from a crowded summer fet without anyone noticing? When Beth leaves the country to try and escape her
guilt, someone sends her a photograph from an anonymous number. It's a photograph of Jenna. She's older, but Beth is sure it's her niece. She is
determined to do what the police cannot: Find Jenna and bring her home. But someone isn't pleased when Beth returns, and they will do what
ever it takes to get rid of her. This time for good.
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When a body is discovered at a popular Highland landmark, it seems like just another day on the job for DCI Jack Logan and his team.Except
this body is missing a very vital component, and given its location - The Well of Seven Heads - it seems like someone is trying to send a
message. But why? And to whom?With pressure mounting from his superiors, six hundred teenagers baying for blood, and the press sniffing
around for a scandal, the only chance Jack has of cracking his latest case is if he finds a way to keep the heid, while all around are losing
theirs.Ahead of the Game is the tenth book from bestselling Scottish crime author, JD Kirk, and is perfect for fans of Ian Rankin, Stuart
Macbride, and Val McDermid.
A literary agent is murdered... A personal trainer lies dead in a car park ... What secret connects them? When a top literary agent's bloated and
disfigured body is found in one of London's most prestigious hotels, Detective Sergeant Mackinnon and the rest of MIT get to work. As the
body count rises, the team are under pressure to find the secret linking the victims. Who wants these people dead, and why? The truth turns out
to be more shocking than anyone expected.
He's cheating on her. Marissa tracks Tristan's lovers to their addresses, trying to catch them in the act. But Tristan's women are ghosts who don't
seem to exist, and now someone is stalking her. After a series of bloody murders follow in Marissa's wake, she doesn't know who to trust.
Marissa must stay ahead of a bloodthirsty killer if she is discover the horrible truth of her marriage. If she fails, she dies. Grab this page-turner
now!
Finally we’re playing a game. A game that I have chosen. I give one last push of the roundabout and stand back. ‘You really should have
played with me,’ I tell her again although I know she can no longer hear. Late one summer evening, Detective Kim Stone arrives at Haden Hill
Park to the scene of a horrific crime: a woman in her sixties tied to a swing with barbed wire and an X carved into the back of her neck. The
victim, Belinda Evans, was a retired college Professor of Child Psychology. As Kim and her team search her home, they find an overnight bag
packed and begin to unravel a complex relationship between Belinda and her sister Veronica. Then two more bodies are found bearing the same
distinctive markings, and Kim knows she is on the hunt for a ritualistic serial killer. Linking the victims, Kim discovers they were involved in
annual tournaments for gifted children and were on their way to the next event. With DS Penn immersed in the murder case of a young man,
Kim and her team are already stretched and up against one of the most ruthless killers they’ve ever encountered. The clues lie in investigating
every child who attended the tournaments, dating back decades. Faced with hundreds of potential leads and a bereaved sister who is refusing to
talk, can Kim get inside the mind of a killer and stop another murder before it’s too late? The addictive new crime thriller from multi-million
copy, number one bestseller Angela Marsons explores the dark side of child prodigies and will have you absolutely hooked. Read what
everyone is saying about Child’s Play: ‘The must-read thriller for the year. Fabulous characters and well written. I can't wait to read more by
this author.’ Goodreads Reviewer ????? ‘I have nothing but praise for this amazing series, 11 books and counting and the series keeps getting
better with each instalment. I highly recommend this series to all fans of original high -quality mystery thrillers.’ Bookish ????? ‘Angela
Marsons pushes the limits again to bring us the best of crime fiction! To me, reaching a point where you trust an author this much with your
precious time, is invaluable… This is why finding your happy place, your go-to people, your - rather deadly - dreamland is the best feeling in the
world and I must thank Angela Marsons for never letting me down…’ Chocolate’n’Waffles ????? ‘Loved loved this book, Angela has done it
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again, just brilliant. This story is great pulls you in from the first page and never lets go…Get it, read it, you won't be disappointed.’ Goodreads
Reviewer, ????? ‘The quality of Angela Marsons writing has never diminished over the entire series. The release of a Kim Stone novel is an
event to look forward to. Full of engaging characters and humour this series is fast becoming one of my favourites. I wish I could give it more
than 5 stars because it certainly deserves it. Excellent and I happily recommend it and the series to anyone.’ Goodreads Reviewer ?????
‘Superb!!... one of the best openings to a book I have read…DI Kim Stone is one of my favourite all time characters in this genre… This is one of
the best books in the series and as this is already book 11 in the series that says a lot as not a lot of authors can keep producing books this strong
and so well written - very, very highly recommended!!’ Donnasbookblog ????? ‘Wow, Wow, Wow, Wow Wow!!! How did I not see any of
that coming!...I could barely put the book down…’ Rachel’s Random Reads ????? ‘Marsons for me is the QUEEN of this genre. She knows
how to add the human touch to each story and I just adore her. Bloody FABULOUS.’ Postcard Reviews
Geospatial Technologies and Homeland Security
On Cold Ground
Don't Turn Back
East End Retribution
DS Jack Mackinnon Crime Series

What if the only way to save your child's life was to take part in a deadly game? For the Watsons their worst nightmare
becomes a reality when their daughter, Ruby, is kidnapped. But that's only the beginning. When they receive a text message
inviting them to take part in a deadly game, things get a whole lot worse. They learn another girl has also been taken and they
must compete against the other parents in a sick challenge to win their daughter back. There can be only one winner. One girl
will live and one will die. How far would you go to save your child?
Child's Play
Deadly Revenge
Deadly Justice
Lost Child
The Blessing Stone
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